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Wolves, bears and a panther, oh my! 

Shifters In My Sheets is a collection of steamy romance were-shifter stories hot enough to melt your
eReader.

Powerful, sexy, protective and romantic - this collection of half stand-alones, half series starters, and all
sexy, paranormal, Alpha male shifters to scratch your itch and make you howl!

Featuring:

J.M. Klaire - Alphas Divided - Part 1 Of 3

Emma is a typical cop's daughter, who is very rarely held accountable for her actions, until the day she gets
caught shop lifting with her best friend and partner in crime, Kate. Desperate to turn the girls back towards
the straight and narrow path, their fathers send them to live with Emma's deceased mother's "people."

Emma is first shocked to learn that her mother has "people", and then she is even more surprised to learn
those people... aren't completely human.

Thomas is the ageing Alpha of a hidden werewolf pack, whose two sons, the mysterious Elam and the dark
and sexy Galen, soon find themselves enamoured of the two new women, vying for the position of Alpha,
and starting to uncover the secret of Emma's mother's past.

Jacqueline Sweet - A Slice Of Honeybear Pie (Bearfield #1)

Matt Morrisey is a bear shifter with a sweet tooth, an easy smile, and muscles for miles... 

When Mina Brooks' dreams of opening her own bakery go up in literal flames, she has no choice but to run.
Bad men are after her and they won't stop coming until she's silenced for good. It's hard to escape though
when you roll your car off a mountain road and get tangled up with the local police. Trapped in jail with her
enemies closing in, Mina is all but done for.

Matt Morrisey expected the call would be just another drunk who needed a lawyer he couldn't afford, but
when the big shifter laid eyes on his client and her sweet curves, he knew his life was about to change. Mina
was his fated mate, he could feel it in his blood. How could he convince the terrified woman that they were
destined for each other, that he could protect her, without scaring her off?

As fate pulls the two of them closer, and the dangerous men close in on Mina, Matt has to prove he's got
what it takes to defend the woman he loves from the mysterious forces pursuing her. 



Desirae Grove - The Bear Heiress

Lindy Woodford lives a quiet life as the town baker’s daughter, spending her days working at a grocery store
or reading. When the Clan’s leaders announce that she will be the new Queen, it’s the last thing she
expects.

Blake Owens and Jake Smith have been friends since childhood. But they share more than boyhood
memories; for the last few months they’ve both wanted the same girl - Lindy. Now that she’s chosen to be a
Queen, their dreams have crumbled to dust.

The prophecy of Lindy’s mates is specific, but finding the right pieces of the puzzle proves to be less clear-
cut. The whole town is overcome with the challenge of finding its new leading trio, yet every step seems to
push the lovers further apart. Lindy, and her men will stop at nothing to be together. But will their love make
them the leaders their town needs or will it all end in disaster?

Terra Wolf - Purrfect Chaos (Purrfect Mates #1)

Shrewd billionaire businessman Tom Puma has catapulted Calico Enterprises into the stratosphere of
profitability. His wicked thinking and juggernaut personality have propelled him from one challenge to the
next without fail. Where most people set goals for themselves, Tom simply wakes up one day and does it,
that's just how he is. What most of his competitors and employees don't know is that much of his tenacity
and ferociousness is born from the wild. That is, from the wild feline that lives with him. From panther to
housecat, Tom has the incredible ability to alter his form at will.

Curvaceous and successful, Jacy is the vice-president of Majestic Enterprises, one of Calico's most powerful
competitors. Her father, the owner of Majestic, is also a ruthless adversary of Tom's. So when he all but tells
his daughter she must go to work for the enemy, Jacy is anything but thrilled. Like Tom, she's yet to find a
challenge she can't handle. Yet for all her trickery and witchery, Jacy finds that perhaps she has met her
match with her new boss.

Love blooms, stocks rise, and personalities clash. Will the witch let herself be seduced by the allure of a
black cat, or does the chaos reign supreme once more?

Claire Ryann - Quest Of The Alpha (Sierra Moon #1)

Lane knows that if the pack of misfit adoptee wolf-shifters is going to survive and re-establish the high
Sierra territory, he'll need to find an alpha female. A natural alpha. A strong female who will be up to the
task of becoming matriarch of the new pack.

When he meets Tara hiking through the mountains alone, he knows he's found his new mate. Now he just
has to explain the whole werewolf thing and hope she doesn't freak out.

Tara thought the incredibly sexy man with the piercing green eyes just might turn out to be more than a
vacation hook-up. He seemed genuinely into her curvy figure and everything was going just fine until he
revealed that he's really a werewolf - and he wants her to be his new mate and become the pack's alpha
female.

Just her luck. She finally finds a great guy who's into her, and he turns out to be a crazy man! 



Cora Wolf - Alphas Unleashed - Part 1 Of 4

Ignore your urges and desires. Trust no one, especially other werewolves. Flee from the vampires that hunt
you. And when the full moon forces you to turn you hide… and survive. This is how werewolf Sara Cole
lives, and how she becomes cornered by two vampires, looking for another rare and valuable werewolf
pelt to sell to the highest bidder.

But alpha werewolves Connor and Marcus have been craving a female werewolf for years, and they’re not
about to let a couple of vampires take what they desire. They’ve rediscovered the lost ability to turn at will,
and they no longer fear the vampires that hunt them. Now they are the hunters.

Connor isn’t shy about his lust for Sara’s curvy figure, and Sara is intoxicated by the scent of Connor’s
strong, dominant wolf, even as she battles her deep-rooted mistrust of her own kind. Marcus, rich and
reserved, doesn’t seem interested. But he is only biding his time, waiting for Sara’s mating heat to begin.
He’s older, more experienced, and knows that he doesn’t have to chase Sara. She will come to him.

Artemis Wolffe - Bear Back Mountain (M/M Romance)

Bear shifter Hunter Reed has never had much luck in the love department. As if his struggles weren't enough,
the pressure of his family's tradition to be mated by their 30th birthday is wearing down on him. In an effort
to appease his family and ensure a strong line of heirs, he joins a dating service as a last-ditch effort, not
expecting it to lead anywhere.

Fitness trainer and former party-goer Alexander Gray only craves one thing now; the comfort of a lifelong
relationship. When he meets Hunter at their gym, the smouldering tension between them is undeniable.
Before either of them realise it, their relationship is moving to the next level, as secrets are revealed and
mysteries solved. That is, until one day the dating service calls Hunter to notify him of his 'match'.

Betrayed and broken, Alex writes off what he thought was something special as just another mistake in his
life. When Hunter comes after him though, he isn't taking no for an answer. For him, love is more important
than rules, which are made to be broken. Armed with the power of a granted wish, Hunter tracks down his
lover to claim him as his own and to provide his family with the heir they desire.

Callie McKenna - Once An Alpha (The S Files #1)

Mystery. Intrigue. Lust. The sexiest shifters. This book has it all...

Curvy FBI agent Myla Peyton has always believed in logic and science. But when she is assigned to the
paranormal S Files investigation agency, everything she believes in is challenged.

And what’s worse is her partner, David Lyndon. Sexy as hell and arrogant to boot, Myla can’t stand him
after encountering him during her time at the FBI academy. There’s something different about him that she
can’t put her finger on. Why does he sniff the air like a dog, and why do his eyes sometimes seem to glow?

The two are sent to the sleepy mountain town of Bakewell Springs, Colorado, to investigate multiple
disappearances of hikers over the years. Someone…or something... is snatching them up in the night, and it’s
up to the two agents to figure out what’s really going on. Can Myla resist David's mysterious charms while
solving the case? And can David resist the urge to claim his curvy mate?



Warning: This book contains lots of HOT sex, adult language and violence. If this is not the kind of stuff you
like to read, skip this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with a strong, sassy and smart BBW
heroine, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!

Anna Craig - Surrendered To The Pack (Wicked Wolf Shifters #1)

This is a CLIFFHANGER short novella that is part of a serial. This is NOT a full-length book.

Cassandra Wakefield's life is about to change. College student and regular girl, she also comes from an
isolated mountain town that for centuries has been under the thrall of a very wicked pack of wolf shifters. If
the insatiably hungry shifters don't get their annual female sacrifice, all hell will break loose on the town.
This year, Cassie lost the draw. She's about to face down a magnificent pack of sexy alpha men. Despite her
nervousness, she's undeniably intrigued... and deeply aroused. Steely-eyed yet magnetic alpha Trevor,
outrageously hot, flirtatious Mac, and drop-dead gorgeous Finn, who has headlined her most secret
fantasies for years now, await her.

Pack Alpha Trevor Reginald doesn't do three things: drama, hysterics, or emotions. Pack dynamics are for
drama, town surrenders tend to get annoyingly hysterical, and emotions - well, emotions are useless things
for which Trevor reserves no time. He's here with his packmates for one reason only: to take the surrender's
virginity and thus ensure his pack's continued healthy existence. But bringing the lovely Cassandra into the
Wicked Mountain Wolf Pack stirs something in Trevor he hasn't felt in years. Something he will fight tooth
and claw to resist before it overwhelms his reason and his very way of life...

Because Cassie and all the wolf shifters are in for a huge surprise - one that Cassie might not survive after
she is surrendered to the pack.

Wicked Wolf Shifters Serial - Part 1 (Sexy Shifter Smut)

To the reader: This story contains hot sex with all the dirty details, naughty language, characters who say
"oh, hell yeah" to the fun times, the potential edges of shifter violence, and yes, a cliffhanger. If that isn't
your thing, this story probably won't be either. But if all that sounds great, this short piece of Sexy Shifter
Smut is for you!

Christa Kelley - A Bear In Need (The Marked #1)

Bear shifter Brandon Mitchell is cursed. Destined to lose the woman he claims as his mate, he's lived the life
of an arrogant, cocky playboy to keep from getting his heart broken. But deep down, Brandon wants what he
can never have: A family of his own, with a few cubs and a curvy goddess of a woman to keep him in line.

He never thought he'd find her in a feisty witch from his past, and now he'll stop at nothing to break his
curse and claim her as his mate. 

There's just one problem: The woman he wants - the woman he's doomed to lose - is the only witch who can
help him, and if he wants to protect her, he'll have to find a way to resist her first.

Liz Malone just can't catch a break. After promising to secure her grandmother's spellbook, she's back in her
old hometown and faced with confronting the dark, powerful figure who still holds sway over her life.

If that wasn't bad enough, she gets drawn in by the charm and confidence of her old high school crush. 



She never wanted to go back to Star Lake, and yet here she is, setting aside her own problems to help
Brandon break a curse so he can take a mate. A mate she just knows isn't her.

How could it be when the only thing between them, after all this time, is a one-night-stand? 

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes and smokin' hot werebears. Adult only bear shifter romance!

Sink your teeth into ten hot paranormal tales, by authors you know and love, plus hot new authors to
discover.
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From Reader Review Shifters In My Sheets for online ebook

Sheryl says

I was given a complimentary copy for an honest review by author Christa Kelley. This is a romance
anthology of shifters by 10 authors who know how to write a story.

Alphas Divided by author J. M. Klaire

A Slice Of Honeybear Pie by author Jacqueline Sweet

The Bear Heiress by author Desirae Grove

Purrfect Chaos by author Terra Wolf

Quest Of The Alpha by author Claire Ryann

Alphas Unleashed by author Cora Wolf

Bear Back Mountain by authors Artemis Wolffe and Wednesday Raven

Once An Alpha by author Callie McKenna

Surrendered To The Pack by author Anna Craig

A Bear In Need by author Christa Kelley
Elizabeth Malone tried to sneak into McCleary's when she was a teen, now she is back in town to settle her
grandmas estate. Can she escape the past to live in the future.

These books has a great story lines and wonderful characters for any reader to enjoy. The authors gave the
characters very good interaction. Action, drama and romance are all in the pages of these stories.

This book is for any mature paranormal romance book lover who enjoys it all while they read.

Valerie says

I was given this set of books to read, in exchange for an honest review. It was a great bunch of books. I think
that I only had one that I felt needed a little more of a story line, less sex. But overall it was awesome. It's
really worth the money to buy and read this set of books. I do love me some shifter books.

Georgina Parkin says

[Turns out lover boy is a wolf/BEAR shifter and no one knew because he's adopted and his parents are
unknown, she'll probably shift soon t



Cindy Caron says

I was given a copy of this boxed set in exchange for my honest review. I have reviewed each story
individually. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did.

Alphas Divided Pt 1 of 3 – J.M. Klaire
Wow! What a great start to a series. What do teenage girls do on their 18th birthday? They find trouble!
What they don’t know is what is waiting for them! OMG this is an awesome story. I love the plot so far. The
author has certainly thought this one out and found a way to apply it to “paper” so to speak. My only
complaint is that it is only part 1 of 3. Can’t wait to read the rest.

A Slice of Honeybear Pie – Eva Wilder & Jacqueline Sweet
Another great short story, and it’s so sweet, it’s dripping like honey! (pun intended) I truly enjoyed this story.
I could see potential for a follow up. Perhaps even Michael and Mina’s sister. Nothing like you friendly
neighbourhood werebear to save the day. When Mina finds herself in deep trouble, she doesn’t know what to
do. All she knows is that she has to find someone she can trust with her life. Then, along comes Matt. You
need to read this one. I’m sure you won’t regret it. It is a standalone!

The Bear Heiress – Desirae Grove
Wow! Now this one is steamy! If you love triads, especially with 2 extremely hot werebears and their
luscious, curvy queen, then this is definitely a story for you. New and fresh, the plot is extremely different
from anything you have read before. Quirky, yet cute, from innocent to naughty, this well written tale is a
keeper. Well done!

Purrfect Chaos – Terra Wolf and Misha Carver
Prrrrrr! Panthers and witches, what a purrfect match, because everyone knows that witches love black cats!
The only problem, this witch doesn’t know that she belongs to the black cat! And he doesn’t know that she’s
the enemy.
Awesome plot that is quirky and different from all else, mixing billionaire CEO’s, shifters and witches.
Loved it. Be prepared…it is a cliffhanger!

Quest of the Alpha – Claire Ryann
Grrrr! Another cliffhanger, but damn, is it hot! Curvy Tara is on vacation, and she has decided to leave her
boring live as a “frumpy office clerk” and go on a two week hiking expedition up on the mountain, just
herself and nature. Lane is trying to find his mate, he knows she has to be out there somewhere. He decides
he needs a bit of solitude in the forest. Will they hook up? What are the chances that they are fated to be
together forever? Great story that will have you on the edge of your seat. Love it, but now I need part 2.

Alphas Unleashed: Part One – Cora Wolf
Oh my! This is a great start to what promises to be an even better ending. Loved the fact that there is a lone
she-wolf that has finally found a male that she feels she can trust. After living on the streets and on the run
most of her life, and facing death at the hands of the vampire hunters, she is rescued by two hunking, bulky
werewolves. Now all she has to do is choose…or does she? Be prepared to be left hanging! Looking forward
to part 2.

Bear Back Mountain – Artemis Wolffe and Wednesday Raven



A little off the wall, but a great short story with a totally different twist, This author certainly has a vivid
imagination and knows how to put it to good use, Really enjoyed this quirky tale.
Once an Alpha – Callie McKenna
Wow! Now this is a story you could really sink your teeth into. A standalone, quite a bit longer than the rest
so far, and packed full of suspense and romance with a good helping of hot sex thrown in for good measure.
The author has taken a tragedy and turned it into tale that could have you wondering what really goes on in
the woods. This is the type of story that folklore is created from, taken from the deep dark imagination of a
very creative author and applied in such a way that you simply don’t want to put it down until you are
finished. And even then, you are seeking more, not because you were left hanging, but because it is just that
good. Callie has given us characters that have definition, full of strength, yet not afraid to show weakness
and love. David and Myla have history, and when both FBI agents are thrown together for a sensitive case
involving the disappearance of numerous hikers in the mountains around Bakewell Springs, all hell breaks
loose, both in the bedroom and out.
A great story you won’t want to miss.

Surrendered to the Pack – Anna Craig
This is part one of ? therefore, be prepared to be left hanging. But don’t be too stressed out, as it is an
awesome read and hopefully the beginning of an even better finish. I loved the plot. The author has taken the
old “sacrifice” rules to a new level, using a human virgin to appease a werewolf packs hunger and instead,
offer their protection to a town, as long as the “surrender” is given to the pack every year. I won’t give you
the hot and steamy details, as you will have to read them yourself. I am sure though, that it won’t disappoint.

A Bear in Need – Christa Kelley
An excellent finale to an awesome boxed set! This story is also a standalone full length book with a plot that
will curl your toes with excitement. Liz is back in town to settle up her grandmother’s estate with the explicit
need to find her spellbook for safekeeping, as per grandma’s request. It has to be kept out of the hands of
those who practice black magic. Since it looks like she’ll be in town longer than anticipated, she wanders to
the bar for a drink to wile away the evening. In walks her highschool crush and as soon as he sets eyes on
her, he knows he has to have her. Brandon just can’t quite pin down why. Once the excitement starts, it
doesn’t let up. What happens when you mix good magic with black magic? Throw in a bear shifter into the
pot, along with a witch hunter and a couple of pissed off brothers, and you’ve set the stage for one hell of a
ride. Loved the story, loved the characters and definitely looking forward to more reading from this author!

Ingrid Stephanie Jordan says

Title : Shifters In My Sheets Ten Book Shifters Paranormal Romance. Bundle
Authors : Ten Great Authors
Reviewed by : Stephanie Jordan
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Bear In Need by Christa Kelley
Can you imagine this cute little cuddly bear
all soft and furry? Then he grows up and he is Big ole Grizzly Bear that can stand straight up to where he's
over 6 ft tall only to see him change into this naked well endowed, muscle-building , most beautiful man you
ever seen smiling at you. Well there are three Mitchell Brothers living at Star Lake they worked in the woods
guarding " The Hollow " just like their dad before them.
Brandon Mitchell was a skirt chaser he do anything to take his mind off the burn on his arm. Him and his



brothers were cursed by a witch. Liz short for Elizabeth Malone never thought she would come back to this
town.
She had to come back to settle her grandmother's estate she'd been packing and looking for the book all day,
guess she was staying another day. She just had to find it, then she would be on her way back to Virginia
where she belonged. Than Liz saw Brandon and all the old feelings came back, she had such a crush on him
in high school. This is a great book I loved it, not to many books you don't know what happening next it
fantastic. You have Adventure, Betrayal, Fear , Rage and of course my favorite Hot Sex. I was gifted this
ARC for a honest and truthful review.

Anna says

Series of Romances

This is a collection of romance stories that involve shifters, mostly werewolves but there is at least one bear
story. The stories are not HEA endings butt stories that are to be continued.

Natasha says

Alpha Divided Part 1 of 3 by J. M. Klaire

Emma and Kate have been best friends since they have been kids. Emma's father is a cop and Kate's fathers a
preacher and one day they went to a mall outside of town and got caught shoplifting. First time they can't
talk their way out of trouble. A big surprise comes when their fathers give them an option.

A Slice of Honeybear Pie by Jacqueline Sweet & Eva Wilder

Mina is on the run from her ex- boyfriend and business partner Harker when her car turns over on the
freeway. She out of transportation and broke and no where to go. She finds herself in Bearfield and she can't
tell anyone what's going on. The last person she talked to about it is dead and she doesn't want anyone else to
get hurt.
Matt is fast a sleep when his phone goes off it's not what he's expecting when he arrive all he know is that
this women is his mate and he will do anything to protect even if it means fighting a mob.

The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove

It's time to choose the new Queen for the Sister Clan. The Oracle chosen Lindy to be the next Queen. The
Oracle is going to give her clues to see who her mates are going to be. With the clues they're at a dead end
when they can't find the other on to make their triad. If they don't hurry there have to be a sacrifice to find a
new one. There's a lot if twist in this book that will leave you on the edge of your seat.

Surrendered Ro The Pack by Anna Craig



Cassie is surrendered to as Wicked Mountain's latest sacrifice in order to keep peace for at least another
century for her people. Trevor tries to ignore his other half but the pull toward Cassie is so strong that his
wolf wants to calm her as their mate. It's against the pack rules to claim a human sacrifice as a mate. It all
comes tumbling down he tell his pack mates to leave them.

A Bear In Need by Christa Kelley

Liz left Virginia to go back to Star Lake to settle her grandmothers estate. She went to McClearly and reunite
with Brandon from school that she had a crush on. One night and everything changes in her life one incident
after another.
Brandon is not looking for anything long term just something for the night and when he walked to the bar
and his bear starts going haywire to look for the scent that is driving him crazy. Now he has to make a hard
decision about what he's going to do and how's he going to do it.

Roxie's Reviews says

"A Super amazing collection!"
This bundle is incredible. You know its amazing when you finish the first story and start looking for more by
that Author!. Each and every story in this collection is awesome from the first story "Alpha's Divided by J.M
Klair- It was so amazing I had to buy the other parts to it!. It is packed with humor, suspense, action, and oh
such steamy hot Romance!. To the last story "Bear in need" by Christa Kelly. This story to has every thing
you could love in a story from spine-tingling suspense to Heart-melting Romance!. Every story is unique and
amazing!. I love that I found several new amazing Authors to love!. This is a must read Bundle!

Donna Hokanson says

Alphas Divided Part 1 of 3 by J. M. Klaire

A Slice Of Honeybear Pie by Jacqueline Sweet and Eva Wilder 5 Stars
Action and a slice of pie
Mina is on the run from what she thought was her boyfriend but turns out bad guy. She has some information
that could ruin him. After crashing her car on a curve she took to fast she tells the police she wants a lawyer
before she will tell anyone her name. He could find her if the accident is reported. Matt the Lawyer and bear
shifter helps Mina in more ways then one, plus she just happens to be his true mate. Action packed with
some humor mixed in. Well written and very enjoyable to read.
The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove

Purrfect Chaos (Purrfect Mates Book 1) by Terra Wolf and Misha Carver

Quest Of The Alpha (Sierra Moon Book 1) by Claire Ryann 5 Stars
Instant connection
Lane, Alpha of a small pack needs to find a mate. But he wants to find an alpha female for the betterment of



the pack. His brother has been putting off his own mating because the Alpha has first right. While off
pondering his dilemma Lane comes across a curvy hiker, Tara. Tara then meets Lane and the two have an
instant connection that is until he tells her the truth and that he’s a werewolf.

Alphas Unleashed: Part 1 by Cora Wolf

Bear Back Mountain by Artemis Wolffe and Wednesday Raven

Once an Alpha (The S Files: Book 1 ) by Callie McKenna

Surrendered To The Pack (Wicked Wolf Shifters Book 1)by Anna Craig 5 Stars
Wickedly delicious
Cassandra Wakefield has been chosen as the town sacrifice to the Wicked Mountain Pack. Pack Alpha
Trevor Reginald is intrigued by this year’s sacrifice to the point of wanting her more then he has ever wanted
a woman before. But the alpha can’t take a human as a mate even though the pack has been trying to get him
to take a new mate. But not a human, it’s just not done. Well written and very entertaining. Looking forward
to the next installment.

A Bear In Need by Christa Kelley 5 Stars
Love is a pure form of magic
This is a love story that is full of suspense and loot\s of surprises. It's got a curse and witches and shifters and
family as well as lost friends. Liz Malone is back to her home town to take care of her grandmothers estate
but while at a bar that night she meets her school girl crush Brandon Mitchell. And when he see her it's like a
pull he has to follow. Later figuring out she's his mate but he can't have her because of a curse that will take
her away if he mates her. Well written and very entertaining to read this self-contained story. And yet we
have two more brothers that need to break their curse as well.

iliana G says

I was given an ARC of this bundle to read and review.

There are some really awesome stories in here and some not so awesome but truthfully a bundle worth
reading

Alphas Divided-J.M klaire 5 stars

I was given an ARC by the author for an honest review.

wow what an intresting story and when it started getting really good it ended!!!!

Fast paced with intresting characters,humour and hot Alpha males.

The plot was intriguing and it had the anxiety building.

can't wait to read more.



A slice by honeybare Pie- Eva Wilder & Jacqueline Sweet 5 stars

Fast paced,funny and with lots of action this story made me feel sweet and it made me fall in love with the
main characters.

It's the first time i read something from this author and i have to say she will be going into my to be read
list!!!!

Can't wait to read more!!!!!

The Bear Heiress-Desirae Grove -1 star

This story was not my cup of tea.

It starts and it is confusing trying to understand why the queen and her mates are talking naked and other
people are below caressing themselves.
Afet that its a constant sex scene with few pauses for some talking and more sex.
Sometimes the sex borders to abuse and mistreatment and there is an almost rape scene that if you have
issues with rapes it might trigger you so don't read it.

The plot if it was not so drowned in sex and cum it would be more intresting cause it would have room to
develop.

I really didn't like this story.

Purrfect Chaos-Terra Wolf & Misha Carver -3 stars

This one is a nice story that seems very promising.
Its well written with an intresting plot but leaves much to the imagination and sometimes you need to guess
things.

Quest of the Alpha-Claire Ryann 3 stars

Another good story in this bundle!

Not so fast paced but really detailed and with lots of emotions.

I can say it was an ok story that that parts it picked my interest.



Alphas Unleashed-Cora Wolf-5 stars

wow!!!

I sooo loved this story!

really got so hooked that i didn't know when the end came...of course with a cliff hanger damn it!

Fast paced with lots of action and soooo intresting story that i simply couldn't stop till i reached the end.

Its surely is one series i will get into!!!!

a must read!

Bear Back Mountain-Artemis Wolffe & Wednesday Raven 3 stars

it reminded me something of the movie "Junior" .

ok it was fast paced and well written though from start till the end i had a trouble understanding who was
who for some weird reason.
the sex scenes were hot.
Still i don't know....not my cup of tea ...not because its an m/m story...but because of how confusing and
lucking i found it.
It could have been better if it had room to evolve and have more details and i think the feeling of lucking
would be gone.

Once an Alpha -Kallie McKenna-5 stars

Fast paced,mystery filled and action packed story that promises to keep you on your chairs!!!

I really loved the story though at times i found it dragging and a bit too long still it was amazing!!!

Really well written with smart,funny and witty characters and a plot that thickens and hooks you up.

Really liked it and i can't wait to read more.

Surrendered to the Pack - Anna Craig - 5 stars

ohhhh ohhhhh sooooo hot and intresting!!!!

i really loved this story except the fact it was all sex sex sex.

I know sex can't be bad (ooohhh and it wasn't!!!!hot as hell) its just that we got little info on what is going
on!



still an awesome story!!!!!

Bear in Need-Christa Kelley- 5 stars

I was given an ARC by the author for an honest review.

I have to say i enjoyed this book greatly.

In the first book of the series we meet Brandon and Lizzie.

He is a bear shifter cursed to never be able to have his mate.

She is a witch links to an evil witch and the mate of Brandon.

Her life is in danger and his is cursed can they make it together and work things out?

A funny filled with action ,quick paced story that will keep your interest and make you want to learn more
about this family

Well written with very intresting characters this series looks reaaally promising!!!!

Can't wait to read more!!!!

Dora says

This short stories were very interesting and hot. All were different and what a nice surprise I found the first
book of one short story from Red Hot Candy. Love this anthologies where you find lot of good stories,
authors that I had not known before and surprises for my book collection. And for the price this anthology is
a really bargain. Go for it. Received the ARC for an honest review
Alpha’s divided Part-1 by J.M Klaire
After too many mischiefs Emma, the sheriff‘s daughter and Kate, the pastor daughter, were caught
shoplifting. Their mistake was going to another town where their fathers were unknown. When the sheriff
and the pastor picked up their daughter the sheriff knowledge his mistake raising his daughter and decided to
punish her. She will go to her late mother’s people in the mountains. They were kind of different but will
take care of her and Kate, her father told her. Little Emma knew that arrangement was going to change her
life and Kate’s because they were shifters and needed women. This first part presents the characters and



begins to unveil the mystery of Emma’s mother and the cliffhanger presents another question.
A Slice of Honeybear Pie by Eva Wilder & Jacqueline Sweet
While fleeing from her ex-boyfriend Harker Mina trashed her car at Bearfield. She had discovered his
fraudulent businesses and had proofs about it and now he wanted to kill her. She was taken to the police
station because she asked for a lawyer to deal with the accident. They got her Matt, a werebear lawyer who
immediately get caught with her. She was his mate and he was going to do everything to help her get rid of
Harker. This story was hot, with suspense and an interesting strong female character who knew her way with
sweets. Good for the werebear and company. Seems that we are going to have the chance to read about the
wedding and that will be very interesting with this female, the werebear brothers and the town in attendance
because is supposed that the shifters are kept secret. Like the development of this stories and how they fit
with one another. Nice the recipe for the pie.
The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove
Lindy was eager and afraid to join the Sister Clan festivities to choose a new trio to rule the town. She saw
the mating frenzy and thought about herself being the one in the altar. When the new Queen was announced
it was her the chosen but there was only one mate known after the Oracle declared what she saw: Blake.
Lindy needed two to fulfill her role as Queen and the security of the Sister Clan. The search for the second
one was difficult but her instincts told her which one was the second mate for her and Blake knew too. But
there was another menace to her safety Gord, the book keeper, was lurking in the dark plotting to have Lindy
for himself. This was a very descriptive and hot steamy story full of suspense, secrets and intrigue and
steamy good sex. Kept me guessing about the outcome. First book I read from this author and I’m going to
keep a close eye for others stories because this was good and I liked it a lot.
Purrfect Chaos by Terra Wolf and Misha Carver
(Purrfect Mate Book-1)
Thomas Puma was a shifter panther, the President and CEO of Calico Enterprises and he needed a vice
president immediately because his just die from a heart attack. He was in the middle of crushing the
competency Majestic Industries. But the owner of Majestic Industries was aware of the threats and has his
own plan of infiltrate his daughter in Thomas’ company. And Jacey had her own secrets and she was decided
to use her powers to gain the battle between the two companies. This first part of Purrfect Mates was very
amusing with hot narrations. Interesting plot and strong characters. Want to know how this two business
partners are going to deal with their rivalry and sexual attraction.
Quest of the Alpha by Claire Ryann
(Sierra Moon Book 1)
Lane, the pack alpha, needed a mate and Diego, his brother was worried Lane was waiting too much. While
in the mountains Lane saw the curvy Tara and his wolf knew he had found his mate. She felt the attraction
too but would she agree to be his mate? And he needed to turn her. It was a very difficult situation for Lane
and he wasn’t sure Tara will accept the wolf. Another first part of a series. Entertaining but have to wait for
the others parts for the overcome.
Alpha’s Unleashed: part 1 by Cora Wolf
Sara was hiding from the vampires and when got caught by two of them. When they were ready to dispose of
her she was saved by two were wolves. Connor and Marcus took her to their home and told her they were to
teach her to turn at will so she can protect herself. She had being raised by humans and little she knew about
her wolf heritage so she was up to the new experiences. But her mating heat was near and she had feelings
for Connor and he wanted her. Can she trust them or they will become a threat for her? This first part was
interesting, has action, hot sex, characters with unresolved issues and hinted to more conflicts between the
main characters in the next book. Liked the story and will follow to the next book.
Bear Back Mountain by Artemis Wolffe and Wednesday Raven
Hunter Reed was a shifter and had to marry and get an heir as his family traditions demanded. He was bi
sexual but must attracted to males than women. He wanted a male companion for the rest of his life. He
needed to get fit and went to a gym where he met Alexander Gray his trainee, his soul mate. Alexander



wanted a life companion too but he was insecure about Hunter’s really intentions. But there was another
character in the story who would be meddling in their lives. Interesting, amusing, hot and let me thinking
about the unfairness of some situations. Good short story.
The S Files: Paranormal Investigation Agency Book-1 by Callie McKenna
Once an Alpha-The S Files
Mayla Peyton was a FBI agent and was promoted to the S Files Bureau with the guy who stood her up some
years ago, agent David Lyndon. They swore that it was a misunderstanding because he tried to contact and to
explain his reasons but she never answer his phone call neither his letter. She still felt attracted to him despite
his behavior and he made the move. They were together as lovers trying to resolve why hikers were missing
at Bakewell Springs and things were getting dangerous for them. This story was full of action, intrigue and
suspense besides the sex. Remember me Dana Scully and Fox Mulder in the X-Files (without the sex of
course). Enjoyed the plot and the interesting development. Ready for Agent Lyndon brother story.
Surrendered to the Pack by Anna Craig
Wicked wolf-1
Cassandra Wakefield was Wicked Mountain surrender this year. To keep the peace between Wicked
Mountain humans and the pack wolves they have to give a virgin woman between eighteen and twenty to the
pack to do with her as they wished. Not knowing clearly what was going to happen to here she went with the
three males to their pack to be their property, their sex slave. But something strange was happening. Trevor,
the alpha, was uncommonly attracted to Cassie. He was struggling and denying what was stirring him. When
the time came for them to claim her everything changed in a second when Trevor roared to his pack mates.
Liked Cassandra’s character. She was not the shy victim for the sacrifice. Her character is strong, sassy and
horny intended to enjoy the new experience like a wild college girl. Despite her lack of real experience she is
in for the ride. Caught myself laughing at her comments. This was part one and we have to read part two to
know what Trevor is going to do with Cassie. Very interesting story.
A Bear in Need by Christa Kelley
Brandon Mitchell, a bear shifter, met Liz Malone at the bar and his bear was drawn toward her. He was
cursed and he was looking to lift the curse from him and his brothers. His curse didn’t let him look out for a
mate. He has only one night stands but with Liz he felt a need to make her his. Liz was a witch and Brandon
was her teenage crush. She too felt the attraction and her magic was visible with their nearness. She had her
own curse. She was hiding from Alana, another witch who had been her best friend. They had cast a bond
when they were younger and Liz felt that Alana was tracking her. Worse, Alana was the witch who years
ago, cursed the Mitchell brothers because she felt wronged by one of them. Fighting with the feelings for
each other Liz and Brandon joined forces to fight the Witch Hunter who wanted Liz death. This was a very
interesting story about shifters, a witch and magic surrounding all the plot. Good paced, with suspense,
action and developed characters. Both main characters were strong and unselfish. Liked the chemistry and
good sex scenes. This first book of The Marked series showed all the Mitchell brothers and I hope their
stories will be next because this one was really good.

Kristy says

I was given an ARC of this bundle, in exchange for an honest review.

I haven't read all the box set yet, I'm 35% in.... so this is a partial review, I'll add to this as I finish each story.



Alpha's Divided, part 1 of 3
by J.M. Klaire
I really enjoyed this short story, Emma & Kate are your regular oblivious 18 year olds, with parent/s who
just clean up the mess they make as they go. But their lives take a twist when they head out of town... My
only annoyance is that now I have to go & read the rest of this series as part 1 ends in a cliffhanger.

A Slice of Honeybear Pie
by Jaqueline Sweet
I really enjoyed this quick read, full of shifters, action, love & shifters... hang on I said it twice... bear &... I
wont ruin the surprise here. I felt like I'd just started, then I was at the end. I think I need more from this cosy
town of Bearfield...

The Bear Heiress
by Desirae Grove
WOW.... what a steamy read from start to finish! I truly enjoyed this short read & I'll be looking at Desirae's
other books/series. All I can say is 'What a way for a future queen & her mates to be chosen.

Purrfect Chaos, book 1 of ??
by Terra Wolf
Wicked start for the series "Purrfect Mates"... but damn now I want to know what happens next. I found
myself loving this story, wanting to see what happens next....

Quest Of The Alpha, book 1 or ??
by Claire Ryann
What a start for the "Sierra Moon" series... this short story, was deceptive in it's lenght to the information &
details you received when reading. I really enjoyed this story & plan to read the rest as soon as I can.

Alphas Unleashed, part 1 of 4
by Cora Wolf

Bear Back Mountain by Artemis Wolffe
Once An Alpha by Callie McKenna
Surrendered To The Pack by Anna Craig
A Bear In Need by Christa Kelley

DebA says

This is an amazing collection of stories by various authors. I was surprised by how good. I was given this
copy for free in exchange for a honest review. Collection of steamy paranormal romance with sexy, alpha
male were-shifter stories. Some of the stories are half stand-alones or half series starters. I would give 5 stars
for the set.
I hope you will enjoy reading this box set. I know I did. This set is definitely a keeper. I highly recommend
this set.

Alphas Divided Part 1 of 3 by J. M. Klaire



For one year, two bored troublesome girls are sent to live with a shifter tribe to straighten them out. The
story was refreshing but short. Can't wait for the other two parts to finish this novella.

A Slice Of Honeybear Pie by Jacqueline Sweet and Eva Wilder
I had a good time reading this novella about a town called Bearfield. Mina is on the run for her life from her
boyfriend. The town lawyer, Matt gets her out of jail. Matt and Mina have chemistry. The novella was well
worth reading.

The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove
The story takes place in a shifter community were the future bear queen must consider two lovers. This story
is well worth reading.

A Bear In Need by Christa Kelley
A well written story with no cliffhangers, and HEA. The original story was well paced, suspenseful, bear
shifters, witches, secrets and danger, drama, spells, love and mates. The story had everything wrapped in it,
and was not lacking. I highly recommend this story.

Lisa says

This is a Great Anthology. The stories are well written and keep your interest. The only author I've read
anything by before is Christa Kelley. So the majority of them are new to me. I did find a few stories that I
will continue with to see how they end. I liked most of the characters. The men were strong, sexy hot and
totally alpha males. The women were feisty, stubborn, strong, smart and capable females.

Alphas Divided by J. M. Klaire - 3 1/2 STARS
Interesting characters, the girls were a bit to immature for my taste. But over all the story wasn't bad.

A Slice Of Honeybear Pie by Jacqueline Sweet - 4 STARS
The story was good but really I feel it's been over told to death. It needed some more originality.

The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove - 3 1/2 STARS
This story just was okay. It didn't really hold my interest very well. If it had been longer I probably would
have not finished it.

Purrfect Chaos by Terra Wolf - 5 STARS
Loved this one. Witches and black cats. What more could you ask for. Great little story. I look forward to
more of it.

Quest Of The Alpha by Claire Ryann - 4 STARS
Good story. Interesting characters.

Alphas Unleashed by Cora Wolf - 4 STARS
I really liked this story so I plan on getting the rest of it.

Bear Back Mountain by Artemis Wolffe - 4 STARS
I liked the guys. I don't normally read M/M books but this is a good story.



Once An Alpha by Callie McKenna - 4 STARS.....
Love the story and characters. I've already bought book 2

Surrendered To The Pack by Anna Craig - 4 STARS.....
Not my favorite story plot. But I did like the King. And the story was good.

A Bear In Need by Christa Kelley - 4 STARS.....
A Bear in Need is the first book in the Marked series by Christa Kelley. It tells the story of Brandon and Liz.
Brandon is a Bear shifter that is cursed to lose his mate by his brother's ex who is a witch named Alana. He
and his brothers are rangers and have the task of protecting a magical nexus called the Hollow.Liz Malone is
a feisty witch who's back in her old hometown of Star Lake to get her dead grandmother's spell book and sell
her house. As luck would have it she runs into Brandon who just happens to be her old high school crush and
in need of her help to break the curse. To find out what happens next you will need to buy the book. You will
be glad you did. It's a good book. The characters are strong, feisty and sexy. The story is well written full of
action, a sexy hero and love. I look forward to the next one.
Comment

Laure says

I received this bundle from the author in exchange for an honest review.

Alpha's Divided-Part 1 of 3 by J.M. Klaire

Surprising and fun to read. Emma and Kate are eightedn years old. One day they are bored teenagers, and a
couple of days later they are living in the woods with a pack of werewolves. Emma and Kate learn the
consequences of their actions, and their reactions are chuckle worthy. Great book!

A Slice of Honeybear Pie by Eva Wilder & Jacqueline Sweet

Mina is on the run from her crooked boyfriend. She ends up in jail in a small mountain town after she wrecks
her car. She insists that the sheriff call a lawyer for her. Matt takes one look at his new client and realizes
that she is his mate. Mina finds herself drawn to the big man and asks for his help. Some exciting moments
lead to hot action between Mina and Matt. Loved this book!

The Bear Heiress by Desirae Grove

Lindy attends her first town meeting at the age of eighteen. The current leaders are stepping down and will
announce the name of the new Queen of the Sister Clan. Much to Lindy's shock, she is told that she is the
new queen, and the Oracle will help to determine the identity of her two mates. Blake is one of her mates and
she is thrilled. She wants Jake as her other mate, but he was not born on the right date. Lindy, Blake, and
Jake will need to expose one man's lies in order to become mates. Hot, hot menage, I loved it!

Purrfect Chaos-Purrfect Mates Book 1 by Terra Wolf & Misha Carver

When one of Tom Puma's employees dies, he has his assisstant, Sarah, find a replacement. He is not
prepared for the new vice-president Sarah hires, not only is the new employee a woman, but she is a witch he
saw in the woods. Jacy is only working for Tom in order to get information for her father. This is a fun book



to read with plenty of laughs. Great book!

Quest of the Alpha (Sierra Moon Book 1) by Claire Ryann

Tara is on a fourteen day hike through the Sierra mountains. She awakens one morning to see a wolf on the
other side of the lake where she spent the night. Lane is a pack alpha looking for a mate when he sees a nude
Tara across the lake where he has stopped for water. Lane arranges to meet Tara in his human form and they
spend a few days hiking and scorching the sleeping bag. Lane wants forever, Tara knows it can't last.
Fantastic book!

Alphas Unleashed:Part 1 by Cora Wolf

Sara is a werewolf. One night she finds herself trapped in an alley by the two vampires who have been
chasing her for months. Just when she thinks its all over, two huge werewolves walk into the alley and rescue
her. Marcus and Connor are the first male werewolves she has met that don't try to force themselves on her.
They take her to Marcus's penthouse, where she gets to know Connor intimately. Two very hot males and
one female to share. Loved this book!

Bear Back Mountain by Artemis Wolffe & Wednesday Raven

Hunter is a bear shifter, and he is expected to carry on the family line. He signs up for a dating service, then
he goes to the local gym to tone up. Alex is Hunter's personal trainer, he is gay and wants to settle down with
the right man. One day Hunter makes a wish.... Be very careful what you wish for, you just might get it. So
great, this book made me laugh! I loved it!

Once an Alpha (The S Files:Paranormal Investigation Agency-Book 1) by Callie McKenna

Myla Peyton and David Lyndon are FBI agents sent to investigate the disappearances of tourists in Bakewell
Springs. It doesn't take them long to realize that the town has secrets.They can't trust the people who live
there, even law enforcement. Wow, dangerous shifters and a hot love story!

Surrendered to the Pack (Wicked Wolf Shifter 1) by Anna Craig

Each year Cassie's home town is requied to surrender a twenty-two year old virgin to the Wicked Mountain
pack. This year Cassie's name is drawn. When she is led into the packs house she is expecting to be ravished
by three hot werewolves. Cassie is stunned when Trevor, the pack alpha orders the other two wolves from
the room. Wow, so hot, this is a great book!

A Bear In Need by Christa Kelly

Elizabeth Malone has returned to her home town to settle her grandmother's estate. Her task is taking longer
than she expected so she goes to the local bar for a drink, and in walks Brandon Mitchell. Liz and Brandon
leave the bar and walk to her hotel room. Even though she knows she shouldn't she invites Brandon into her
room. Brandon knows Liz is his mate, and Liz is sure that Brandon only wants one night. Brandon and Liz
will fight for their lives if they want to be together.

Wow, fantastic magical adventure with hot romps and lots of action, I loved this book!


